
Holly Jolly Christmas card by Ilina Crouse 

  

Materials used:  
Chameleon Pens : BR2 – Hot Cocoa, NU00 – Nude, NU2 – Light Peach,  Chameleon Color 
Tops : OR3 – Tangerine , Chameleon Pencils: 4-01/02 Ginger/Spice, 5-02 Coffee, 
6-01/02 Soft Shell/Light Coral, 25/02 Black, Hero Arts Fox Family Stamp, Hero Arts 
Holiday Greetings stamp set, Hero Arts Intense Black Ink pad, Versafine Onyx Black ink 
pad, Versamark Ink Pad, Hero Arts Soft Pool Shadow Ink, Inkadinkadoo masking paper, 
Neenah White Classic Crest Solar White 80lb card stock, Hero Arts circleand rectangle 
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infinity dies, Heat tool ,Hero Arts Champagne sequins, Hero Arts Sparkle and Clear  
embossing powder, Hero Arts Pool Note cards, Fun Foam. 
Instructions:  
1. Stamp your image onto Neenah white 80 lb card stock using Hero Arts Intense black ink, or 

other alcohol marker friendly ink.  

  

2. Start coloring your image using   BR2 – Hot Cocoa Chameleon Pen and OR3 – Tangerine 
Chameleon Color top. Infuse the Brush nib of the Hot Cocoa pen for 3 seconds using 
the Tangerine color top, then add the toning medium and infuse for 1-2 seconds, then 
color each part of the foxes (the larger areas (tails, head, body, except the baby fox 
and the ears). For the smaller areas use the bullet nib of the Hot Cocoa pen and infuse 
it with the Tangerine color top for 2 seconds, then on top add the toning medium for 1 
second and color each smaller section (ears and baby fox). Do not color the tops of the 
tail, around eyes, feet and bibs) 
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3. Use the NU00 – Nude pen to color around the eyes, bib etc (areas that are white-ish). 
Infuse the brush nib of the pen for about 3 seconds using the toning medium chamber 
and color each section. (re-infuse the pen for each section).  

   
4. Use un-infused NU2 – Light Peach pen to color the inside of the ears of the foxes (use 

bullet nib). Color the noses with the Detail Black Pen. 
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5. Use Ginger, Spice and Coffee pencils to add shadows on the foxed (the “orange parts”) 
and Light Coral and Soft Shell to add shadows for the “white parts”. Then add finishing 
details (highlights) with the black pencil. 
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6. Cut the image with scissors or Brother Scan’N’Cut machine. Then cut a circle from 
masking paper. Use the negative to mask a circle on a white panel for the card and 
sponge inside using Soft Pool ink. Let it dry completely, then stamp snowflakes using 
Versamark ink and emboss with Sparkle embossing powder.  

   

7. Stamp sentiment with Versafine Onyx black ink and emboss with Clear embossing 
powder. Adhere the foxes and add sequins. Using fun foam adhere the panel onto pool 
note card.  
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You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http:// blog.chameleonpens.com 
and on the website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Ilina’s blog at http://
ilinacrouse.com


